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Decimus Asuno

Decimus Asuno is a player character played by zorak.

Decimus Asuno

Species & Gender: Male Elysian
Date of Birth: 20日 4月 YE 21
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Infantry

Rank: Santô Hei
Current Placement: YSS Hana

Physical Description

Slender and trim in build, Decimus stands just below 6' tall. The young Caesolian has cropped blonde hair
that he keeps neatly combed back, and faded green eyes behind square-framed glasses. His skin is fair
and clear, with no sign of piercing or any other kind of body modification. Decimus' wings are a pale
cream with quite thick feathers, almost like an owl's.

Decimus keeps his uniform neatly pressed and well-maintained. When not on duty, he likes to wear
loose, flowing clothes that make him appear more angelic.
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Personality

Soft-spoken and laconic, Decimus is quite easygoing and not at all difficult to get along with. He manages
to remain cool, calm, and collected, even under the greatest pressure. Decimus is quite dedicated to his
work, always willing to take on a challenge. While slow to anger, one should never mistake that for
passivity, for his anger when roused is terrifying.

He's a fairly private guy, not liking to talk about himself. This isn't out of any secret shame, he just thinks
his life isn't that remarkable, and he thinks everything outside the window is more interesting. His
curiosity about what's out there is why he joined the Star Army to begin with.

History

Decimus is a rare kind of Elysian; one who has never set foot on Elysia Novus. His family had settled in
the Artume system, and he spent much of his childhood there. While his early life was somewhat idyllic, it
almost ended prematurely.

In YE 25, at the end of the Fourth Elysian War, Decimus was but a lad of four, and Elysian territory was
still in danger of Yamatai attack. Artume was struck by a bombing run, and a building collapsed, trapping
Decimus under some debris. For two days, he was caught in the wreckage, with no certainty of rescue.
He was eventually saved by Yamatai rescue crews. To this very day, he swears his left wing has never
been the same since.

This brush with death instilled in him two things; a desire to see the galaxy in its entirety, and a feeling of
debt to the Yamatai. To that end, he waited until he was old enough, and then enlisted in the Star Army,
beginning a long and fulfilling career.

Skills Learned

In addition to Star Army Common Skills, Decimus has the following skills:

Technology Operation - Being stuck at a computer console for much of his day, Decimus likes to make
sure he knows what he's doing. Much of what he knows comes from his time at the Academy, where he
was forced to take remedial classes on computer operation. He's never forgotten those lessons.

Fighting - In case of an enemy boarding, Decimus likes to keep his hand trained. His skills with a firearm
are above average, and he regularly attends lessons for an ancient martial art called Capoeira.

Entertainment - Decimus certainly knows how to have a good time, in his own way. He's proficient with
multiple musical instruments, almost all of which come from the brass family, and he enjoys games of
chess. He also likes to bake, if only to satisfy a sweet tooth.
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Social Connections

Decimus Asuno is connected to:

Locarno Asuno - Father Tepheris Asuno - Mother Aslon Asuno - Younger sister

Inventory & Finance

Decimus Asuno has the following:

Current Inventory
Qty. Item Color/Pattern Notes
1 Star Army Duffel Bag RIKUPAT
1 Star Army Butt Pack, Type 29 RIKUPAT Includes 2 waterproof bags
1 kit Star Army Survival Kit, Type 31A RIKUPAT Includes backpack

1 Star Army Poncho, Type 38 RIKUPAT Field gear; Weather gear;
Includes liner

1 set Star Army Environmental Suit, Type 28 (AMES) Cadet Blue Complete set

2 sets Star Army Duty Uniform, Type 35 Regal Blue Includes jacket & pants or skirt
and tights, and 1 pair shoes

3 Star Army Undershirt Regal Blue
1 pair Utility gloves, Type 21 Jet black
1 Star Army Cap, Type 32 Regal Blue
1 Star Army Coat, Type 32 Black Weather gear
1 pair Gloves, Type 32 Cadet blue Weather gear

2 sets Star Army Working Uniform, Type 31 Dark Blue Includes working boots and
work gloves (cadet blue)

1 Star Army Utility Belt, Type 32 (for working
uniform) Cadet Blue

2 sets Star Army Exercise Uniform, Type 40 see page Includes sports shoes, black

1 kit Star Army Undergarments see page Includes Socks, underwear, bras
if applicable

1 kit Star Army Toiletry Kit Black
1 Star Army Belt, Type 35 (for duty uniform) Jet black
1 Star Army Communicator, Type 36 Black

1 Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 33 Black Includes 1 BR-28 Series Battery
Magazine

Decimus Asuno currently has 3000 KS.
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OOC Information

This page was created by zorak on 08, 01 2018 at 14:20 using the Character Template Form.

In the case zorak becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? No
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No
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